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FURNITURE INSPECTION
HQTS understands that our success depends on
your success and that dependable inspection
services are the cornerstone of quality deliverables.
The cost and risk associated with delays, poor
quality, and product rejections are significantly
reduced by inspecting furniture products at the
source, during production, before shipment, and
before container sealing.
The guiding principles of quality inspections are
simple: the early detection of defects, quick
resolution, and support of on-time delivery.
- Pre-production Inspection
- During Production Inspection
- Pre-shipment Inspection
- Sorting Inspection
- Sample Picking
- Loading Supervision
- Factory Visit Escort
- Metal Detection
- Product Spec. Making
- Customized Quality Program

FACTORY & SUPPLIER AUDIT
As a furniture buyer, it is of the utmost importance
to select the best supplier. Depending on your
needs, HQTS will conduct either a technical or
supplier audit, that will help you understand the
capabilities and conditions of a manufacturer or
supplier and decide if that manufacturer or
supplier can meet your requirements.
With the extensive knowledge and experience of our
auditors, we can evaluate furniture manufacturers
with respect to the following conditions:
- Quality & Technology Audit
- Social Compliance Audit
- Training & Consulting

FURNITURE TESTING
With the Lab earned many global certifications,
including ISO/IEC 17025 and ISTA, HQTS offers
manufacturers and brands all the furniture
testing according to industry standards and
complex regulations across the world to help you
to assess the safety and the durability of a wide
range of furniture products, including:
- Packed-product Transportation and Packaging
Test
- Materials and Finished-product Physical Test
- Chemical Test
- Flammability Test

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
IN MANUFACTURING
HQTS Operation Teams provide a holistic
solution in engineering, planning, and quality
control, so our clients can steadily improve their
manufacturing operations performance. This
consolidates all furniture production processes,
including:
- Project Management
- Manufacturing Quality Control
- Supplier Sustaining and Improvement
- Supplier Quality Engineering
- Digital Quality Platform

